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Runaways came out at a time when the comics market was �ooded with over-the-top violence and 
tended to be very male-dominated. How important was it to put out the Runaways comic in the early 
2000s as a mostly non-superhero and predominantly women-led title? 

In developing Runaways, we didn’t set out with any kind of ratings or demographics rules in mind when we 
were brainstorming the comics for what was then known as the Tsunami line. Inspired by the diversity one 
�nds in manga, our goal was to create “new reader friendly” series with up-and-coming creators and/or new 
characters that were more easily accessible for readers who found Marvel’s continuity a bit too daunting to 
break into.

The series follows a group of characters that were completely new and unknown to the Marvel 
universe. What was the pitch from Brian K. Vaughan that convinced you this could be a hit series? 
What grabbed you? 

I’d had the pleasure of getting to know Brian personally before we started working together through our 
mutual friend Jay Faerber, and having liked some of the other comics he’d written, I knew our story 
sensibilities aligned. When he turned in his Runaways pitch, the tagline immediately grabbed me: “Everyone 
thinks their parents are evil. What if yours really were?” And as I read each sentence through each paragraph, 
the characters just came to life in my mind and I knew we had something special on our hands.

How much of the overall storyline had Brian K. Vaughan written or �gured out after completing these 
�rst 6 issues?

If memory serves, we were only approved for an original six-issue arc, so that was all we planned for on 
paper, the Pride & Joy launch story. But there’s always hope when you start any new series that it will hit 
and continue, so I have to assume Brian knew where he wanted to go if we were lucky enough to get 
more issues. Which we did. 
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Runaways was one of Brian K. Vaughan’s �rst books for Marvel 
and started a few years before he wrote for the TV series Lost. 
Can you talk about his growth as a writer?

Looking back, I think it’s safe to say Brian came into comics fully 
formed. You rarely meet writers with as much con�dence as Brian 
had, in himself and in his ideas. He did not jump at every assignment 
he was o�ered, he accepted projects he knew his voice would be 
right for: comics and characters that he knew he could bring 
something special to. As a whole, Brian’s body of work-for-hire comics 
is not that large, and I think that speaks volumes to his abilities as he’s 
made a huge impact on every character he has written. And don’t 
even get me started on the brilliance of his creator-owned comics!

It feels very much like Runaways broke down a lot of 
conventional superhero clichés. Do you think that was a 
deliberate choice?

I think Brian made the deliberate choice to see the Marvel Universe 
through the eyes of each of the Runaways as he wrote them. And in 
doing so, he saw our world as these teenagers saw the world. So it 
was only natural, in speaking in their voices, that they broke down a 
lot of the di�erent clichés and traditions of the Marvel Universe 
through their innocence and wit.

What do you think it is about this series that makes it resonate so well with people?

It’s hard to nail down, as each comic means something di�erent to people, but for me, I feel it was the relatability 
and diversity of the cast of characters that Brian and Adrian created. They looked and acted like real teenagers and 
everyone who read the series found a piece of themselves in one of the Runaways and their relationships.

Based on the theme of the book…are there any other books (intro GNs) you would suggest for this age 
group? Or if you like these characters in Runaways, what’s another Marvel title that readers might enjoy? 
Anything coming out this year that readers should be getting excited about?

Going back into the Marvel archives, New Mutants, 
about a team of teenage “X-Men in training,” was a 
pivotal comic for me growing up that still stands the 
test of time!

C.B. Cebulski has held the title of 
Editor-in-Chief of Marvel Comics 
since 2017. As a former Marvel 
Comics editor, C.B. proved invaluable 
as he used his industry knowledge 
to shepherd the Mangaverse and 
Ultimate Universe lines as well as the 
critically acclaimed Runaways.
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